A new type of migrating zone boundary in electrophoresis: 1. General description of boundary behavior based on electromigration dispersion velocity profiles.
Till now two principal types of electrophoretic boundaries have been recognized: a steady-state one showing self-sharpening properties and an unsteady-state one showing electromigration dispersion (EMD). In this contribution, the existence of a third (hybrid) type of electrophoretic boundary is revealed, that shows simultaneously: (i) steady-state character with self-sharpening properties in a certain part of the boundary, demarcated by a certain range of its composition; (ii) unsteady-state character with EMD in the resting part. A new theoretical approach to the study of the structure and properties of electrophoretic boundaries is presented, based on EMD velocity profiles representing the dependence of the EMD velocity on the composition in any point of the transition region across the boundary. According to this approach, the linearity or nonlinearity of the EMD velocity profile is recommended as the criterion for distinguishing the actual type of the boundary in question. It is shown that the new type of electrophoretic boundary is not an exotic case but may be observed even in simple systems as, e.g., formed by adjacent zones containing mixtures of current species such as picrate and acetate. Computer simulations are presented which confirm the theoretical conclusions and illustrate the three types of electrophoretic boundaries.